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On contractions of class Cj. 
PEI Y U A N W U 
It has been known that Cxx contractions are quasi-similar to unitary operators. 
One may come to wonder what the corresponding result for the larger class of Cx. 
contractions is. Along this line SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ ([3], pp. 71—72) showed that 
an arbitrary Cx. contraction is a quasi-affine transform of an isometry. This result 
was also proved by DOUGLAS ([2], Lemma 4.5) using a different method. In the 
present paper we will refine the Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ technique more deeply to derive 
a "canonical" isometry for a completely non-unitary (c.n.u.) Cx. contraction whose 
defect indices are finite. 
After we fix the notation and terminology in Section 1, we prove our main 
result in Section 2 in a series of lemmas. The notion of "multiplicity-free" Cx. con-
tractions will be taken up in Section 3. We show that a c.n.u. multiplicity-free Cx. 
contraction with finite defect indices must be either of class Cxx or of class CXQ-
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. L. Kerchy for pointing out 
some gap in, and simplifying the proof of, the main result in the preliminary version 
of this paper. 
1. Preliminaries. A contraction T (|| 7*|| ^ 1) is completely non-unitary (c.n.u.) 
if there exists no reducing subspace on which T is unitary. The defect indices of T 
are, by definition, ¿ r = r a n k ( I - T * T ) l l i and rfr,=rank(/-7T*)1'2. T£CX. (resp. 
C.j) if T"x->0 (resp. T^x-i-O) for all x^O; Cxx=Cx.r\C.x. For every Cx. 
contraction T we have dTsdT*. T£C0. (resp. C.0) if T"x-~0 (resp. T*"x-~0) 
for all x; c 1 0 = c i . n c . 0 . 
Let C be the complex plane. For a positive integer n, let L'n and 7/„2 denote the 
standard Lebesgue and Hardy spaces of C"-valued functions defined on the unit 
circle C. We will use "t" to denote the argument of a function defined on C and for 
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analytic functions, we will freely identify h(t) on the circle with its extension to the 
open unit disk h(X). If T is a c.n.u. contraction with defect indices dT=m and 
dT,=n, in the discussion of the following we shall consider its functional model, 
that is, we consider T being defined on ^>=[Hl®AL2m]Q{0Tw®Aw: w£//2} by 
T(f®g)=P(e"f©eug) for /©g€§ , where 0T denotes the characteristic func-
tion of T, A =(/—6>£0r)1/2 and P denotes the (orthogonal) projection onto §>. 
If QT is the characteristic function of T, then the characteristic function of T* is 
0j, where 0j(X) = 0T(l)*. For the details, the readers are referred to [3]. 
/ 
For arbitrary operators Tx, T2 on § 2 , respectively, 7 W r 2 denotes that 
Tx is injected into T2, that is, there exists an injection X: such that T2X= 
=XT1. If X also has dense range, then we say that X is a quasi-affinity and Tx is a 
quasi-affine transform of T2 (denoted by 7\, T2 are quasi-similar (T1~7 , 2 ) 
if TX<.T2 and T2<Tx- For an arbitrary operator Ton let pT denote the multi-
plicity of T, that is, the least cardinal number of a subset ft of elements in § for 
' which V T"Sk. Note that if TL<T2 then pT SpT . 
n = 0 2 1 
2. C1. contractions in general. Our purpose in this section is to prove the fol-
lowing main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a completely non-unitary C\. contraction with defect 
indices dT =w=£?j-t=iw-<Then T<Sm-n®U, where Sm-„ denotes the unilateral 
shift on and U denotes the operator of multiplication by e" on A L\. 
If T is a Cx. contraction as above, then T* is of class C.x and we may con-
sider T* being defined on S>= [// 2 ©aH^Q {6>;wffiA~w: w6# 2 } by T*(f®g) = 
=P~(e"f®e"g) for where A~ = (I-0~T*0~Tfn and P~ denotes the 
(orthogonal) projection onto Let Px: 5)-+A~ L2m be the operator Px(f®g)=g 
and let V be the operator of multiplication by e" on A~l?m. Then it is easily seen 
that V*PX=PXT and Px is injective (cf. [3], pp. 71—72). Thus T<V*\J\¥>. What 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 below show is that V " i P ^ is unitarily equivalent to 
Sm-n®U. 
Lemma 2.2. P&=A~~UmQA^, where £= {/6/7 2 : 0~f= 0}. 
Proo f . Let k be an element of L\®A~L2m. We first show that k£A "L^QP^ 
if and only if kA.L2n and k , I n d e e d , any hd§> can be written in the form 
h=f+g, where f±A"L% and gdP-A- If A: is orthogonal to any two of the elements 
h, f and g, then it is also orthogonal to the third element. Our assertion follows 
immediately. Since Ll®A~Ll={I}nQH%)®5)®{0~Tw®A~w: the following 
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three conditions are equivalent: 
k^A~L% and 0 ® k = 0 j W ® A ~ \ v for some w£H%„ 
k£A~L2m and k = A~w for some wdfi, 
which shows that P1$j=A~L?nQA~ 2. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Sm and Sm_„ denote the unilateral shifts on H^ and 7/2_„, 
respectively, and let 2= {f£H*: 0~Tf= 0}. Then 5m|£=Sm_„. 
Proof . Since £ is an invariant subspace for Sm, 2=<PN2 for some inner 
function {Cq, Cm, <P} where q^m. 0T is *-outer implies that 0? is outer. Hence 
ker 0 f ( t ) has dimension m—n for almost all t (cf. [3], p. 191), and it follows that 
q^m—n. 
On the other hand, considering the quotient field derived from the algebra H°°, 
we see that the equation 0^/=O has m—n linearly independent solutions: 
..., t/>m_„. That is, iK. — a n d ip^t), ..., \pm-n(t) is a linearly inde-
pendent system for almost all t (cf. [4], the proof of Theorem 5). Therefore, m—nSq. 
Thus q=m—n and the assertion follows. 
Lemma 2.4. F*|/>1§ is unitarily equivalent to 5m_„© U. 
Proof. Let 2= <S>H*_n be as in Lemma 2.3 and let ipj=<Pt]j for j= 1, ..., m—n, 
where rjj denotes the column vector with m—n components whose _/-th component 
is 1 and other components are 0. It is easily seen that for almost all t, 
ij/1(t'), ...,i//m-„(t) are orthonormal eigenvectors of A~ (t) whose corresponding 
eigenvalues 5x(t), ...,dm-„(t) all constantly equal to 1. Since for almost all t, 
A~ (t) is a self-adjoint operator on Cm bounded by 0 and 1, we can extend { ^ ( i ) } " - " 
to an orthonormal base {^ (0 }™ °f Cm consisting of eigenvectors of A~(t), that is, 
such that A~(t)il/j(t)=8j(t)il/j(t), j=l,...,m, where the eigenvalues dj(t) are 
arranged in decreasing order: 
1 = <5^0 = ... = <5m_„(i ) s <5 m _ „ + 1 ( 0 s r . . . s <5m(0 S O a.e. 
Let Ej={t: rank A~(t)^j}, j=l,..., m. Define X: A~L2m-*L2(E1)®... © I 8 ( £ J by 
X{A~v)=x181®...®xm8m, where for any v£L2m, Xj(t)=(v(t), \f/j(t))Cm, j= 1,..., m, 
and( , )Cm denotes the Euclidean inner product in Cm. It was shown on pp. 272—273 
\ of [3] that X can be extended to a unitary transformation from A~L2m onto 
L2(E1) ®... ® L2(Em) such that XV=V'X, where V' is the operator of multiplica-
tion by e" on L2(E1)®...®L2(Em). 
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Wc complete the proof of this lemma in several steps. In each step the first 
statement is proved. 
(i) X<d~fi=//2_11©0©... ©0. Let Sm_„ and S„, denote the unilateral shifts on 
a 
CO 
Iif„_„ and II?n, respectively. We have $Sm-„ = Sm <P. So V {S}nil/j,j=i, ...,m-n}=2 
i=o 
and {A~S}„il/j,j=l,...,m-n}=\/ {VlA~^,, j=l, ..., m-n). Since X 
1=0 t—0 
_ OO 
is a unitary operator for which XV=V'X, XA~2= \/ {XVlA~ ifr,, j= 1, ...,m — n} = 
¿=o 
CO 
= v {V'lXA~\j/j, 7=1,..., m—n}=H*_u®0®...®0, where in the last equation 
i = 0 
we used the relation XA~\j/~r\j for j = i , ..., m—n. 
(ii) F'* |0 ©... © 0 © L2 (Em _„.,.!)©...© L2 (Em) is unitarily equivalent to U on 
in—n 
AL\. Let U be unitarily equivalent to the operator U' of multiplication by e" on 
L2(FJ®...®L2(FJ, where Fj={t: rank /1(0=/}, j=l, ..., n, are Borel subsets 
of C satisfying F 1 i F 2 i . . . i f „ (cf. [3], pp. 272—273). An elementary argument 
shows that 77?+rankzl(i)=«+rank-d^(i)=«+rankA~{—t) a.e., where A.,.= 
=(I—0T0^)1/Z. Hence rank /1(f) §7 if and only if rank A~ (-t)^m-n+j. It 
follows that Fj=E~_n+J = {t£C: —teEm_n+J}, for j=1, ...,«. We infer that U', 
hence U, is unitarily equivalent to F'*|0©... ©0©L2(JS'1„_ll+1) ©... ®L2(Em). 
(iii) is unitarily equivalent to Sm^„®U. By (i) and Lemma2.2 we 
have X* [ (^„_Heg,LJ©L 2 (^„ , - , , + i )© - ®L\EJ]=Tl2mQT~2=Hence 
V*\P& is unitarily equivalent to F'*|(L2_.„©7/2_„)©L2{Em_„+1)©...©L2 (EJ, 
which is, in term, unitarily equivalent to Sm-H® U by (ii). 
This completes the proof. 
We remark that from the proof above we can easily deduce that if T is a c.n.u. 
Cl. contraction with defect indices dT=n^.dT*=m-<°and U, V and W denote 
the operators of multiplication by e" on AL2, A^L2, and L2m_n, respectively, then 
Vsa W® U. 
Note that the isometry of which T is a quasi-aflme transform is, in general, 
not unique as is evident from the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Let S and U be the unilateral and bilateral shifts on H2 and L2, 
respectively. Then S<, U. 
Proof. Let g be an essentially bounded function in L2 which is cyclic for U, 
that is, £ 2 = V U"g (cf. [5], proof of Lemma 4). Define X: IP-^L2 by Xf=gf 
n=0 
for f£H2. It is easily verified that X is a quasi-affinity intertwining S and U. 
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Corollary 2.6. Let T be a C10 contraction with defect indices dr=n=^dri~-
=m<oo. Then T<Sm^„. 
Proof. For a C10 contraction T we have A=(J—@£ ©T)1/2—0. The assertion 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. 
Actually, in the preceding situation Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ showed that T is com-
pletely injection-similar to the uniquely determined Sm-„ (cf. [4]). 
3. Multiplicity-free Cx. contractions. A Cx. contraction T is said to be multi-
plicity-free if it admits a cyclic vector, that is, \iT=1. The following theorem gives 
equivalent conditions for multiplicity-free C10 contractions, which generalizes Prop-
osition 2 of [4]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a C10 contraction with defect indices dT=n^dT.,= 
and let S denote the simple unilateral shift. Then the following are equiv-
alent: 
(1) T is multiplicity-free; 
(2) S<T; 
(3) S~T; 
(4) m—n= 1 and there exists an mX 1 matrix A over H°° such that [A, <9r] 
is outer; 
(5) m—n=1 and there exist elements x1,...,xm in H°° such that 
Xlo1-xie,+...+(-i y+1xmem 
is outer, where Oj denotes the determinant of the nXn matrix obtained by deleting 
the y-th row from the matrix of 0T, j= 1, ..., m. 
The proof essentially follows the same line of arguments as given by SZ.-NAGY 
and FOIA§ [4] for the case m=2, n=\ . We leave the verification to the readers. 
Theorem 3.2. Let T be a c.n.u. Cx. contraction with defect indices dT=nS 
SdTt=ffl<°°. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) T is multiplicity-free; 
(2) either T is of class C10 and T~S or T is of class Cn and T~ME, 
where S denotes the simple unilateral shift and ME denotes the operator of multiplica-
tion by eu on L2(E) for some Borel subset EQC. 
Proof. (2)->(l). This is trivial since ht=hs=hMe—1. 
(1)=*(2). By Theorem2.1, T-<J=Sm~n®U, where £,„_„ denotes the uni-
lateral shift on H2_„ and U denotes the operator of multiplication by e" on ~AL2. 
Thus (1) implies that 1. It is an easy matter to check that either J=S 
14 
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and T is of class C10 or J~ME for some Borel subset EQC and T is of class C u . 
In the former case, S follows from Theorem 3.1; in the latter, T ~ M £ follows 
from Lemma 4.1 of [1], since T is itself quasi-similar to a unitary operator. This 
completes the proof. 
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